INTRODUCTION+
.# In& particular,& there& has& been& a& dearth& of& strong& theoretical& and& empirical& studies& on& understanding& OR& interventions& in& the& literature.& Recently,& however,& there& has& been& some& attention& on& studying& the& effectiveness& of& OR& interventions& from& socialZconstructivist& and& socioZmaterial& process& perspectives& (Franco,& 2013; & Keys,& 1995; & White,& 2009 & White,& ,& 2006 (Phillips,# 1984) :# one# that# contains# sufficient# knowledge# and# information# to# help#the#client#group#find#a#way#forward".&&& Phillips's&(1984) &argument&for&requisite&models&(and&to&focus&on&collective&behaviour)&was& to& counter& the& then& in& vogue& research& on& judgement& and& decision& making& drawing& on& the& classic&work&of&behavioural&economics& (Hogarth,&1981,&Simon,&1955&Kahneman&and&Tversky,& 1984 (Franco,& 2013) .& The& idea& is& that& the& use& of& models& that& instantiate& thought& through& systems& of& representation& (e.g.& Menary,& 2006)+ may& supply&certain& enduring& material& aspects& which& may& play& a& special& role& in& enabling& the& system&to&possess&a&given&mental&state& (Clark,&2008) .&&Franco&discusses&model&affordances& (Franco,& 2013 (Goodman,& 2013) .& This& line& of& inquiry& may& serve& to& encourage& the& interrogation& of& various& 'representatives'&and&'representations'&in,&of,&and&around&OR&practice& (White,&2009) .&Could& this&lead&to&a&possible&distinctive&behavioural&issue&around&representation&as&mediating&the& form& and& content& of& an& intervention?& & There& could& also& be& a& focus& on& political& representation&that&seeks&to&establish&whether&the&system&of&representation&has&conferred& agency+ to&the&represented,&i.e.&whether&the&representation&process&has&distributed&agency& throughout&a&system.&In&this&way,&the&political&sense&of&'representation'-as&the&delegation& of& authority& to& speak& and& act& on& behalf& of& others& (Latour,& 1987; & Taket& and& White,& 2000b; & White& and& Taket,& 2000) & is& taken& to& be& merged& with& a& semiotic& conception& of& a& sign& 'speaking'&on&behalf&of&its&object&(see&Taket&and&White,&1994).&& Models&as&semiotic&resources&form&an&increasingly&important&part&of&our&understanding& of&the&process,&reflecting&what&some&have&termed&the&emergence&of&a&problem&structuring& culture& (Eden& and& Ackermann,& 2013; & Ackermann,& 2012) .& This& has& also& been& referred& to& as& the& material& agency& of& models& and& is& an& important& part& of& the& performativity& of& problem& structuring& processes& (Franco,& 2013; & White,& 2006) & and& provides& coordination& of& interventions,&often&without&those&upon&whom&they&are&taking&effect&being&knowledgeable& (White,& 2009) .& Models& as& such,& do& not& cause& or& require& action,& but& they& may& make& some& 7" " behaviours& more& likely& than& others& (Kaptelinin,& 1996 (Callon,& 1996; & Latour,& 1992; & Law,& 1992) .& It& takes& as& its& primary& focus& the& relationship& between& natural& entities& and& social& actors& and& seeks& to& recast& our& understanding& of& this& relationship& within& a& new& epistemology.& ANT& considers& both& people& and& technologies& as& enacted& through& networks,& in& particular& in& terms& of& what& people& and& things& become& as& a& result& of& their& position& in& a& network,& and& the& power& that& emerges& (Callon,& 1986; & Latour,& 1992 (Engeström,& 1987) (Engeström,& 2005a,&p.55; &Kaptelinin&and&Nardi,&2006) .#The&goal&of&AT&then&is&to&understand&the&mental& capabilities&of&actors&and&to&analyse&the&cultural&and&technical&aspects&of&human&actions.&AT& also& tries& to& trace& the& causes& for& problems& in& an& activity& system& by& exploring& the& """""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
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One&of&the&most&significant&differences&for&the&study&of&soft&OR&interventions&lies&in&ANT's& principle& of& generalised& symmetry& and& its& consequences& for& understanding& agency& and& intentionality& in& humans& and& nonZhumans& (Latour,& 1996a; & Lynch,& 1996; & Engeström,& 1996; & Latour,& 1996b) (Tuomela,&2013,&p.33) .&This& 
